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Abstract
Gaussian Process Factor Analysis (GPFA) has been broadly applied to the problem
of identifying smooth, low-dimensional temporal structure underlying large-scale
neural recordings. However, spike trains are non-Gaussian, which motivates
combining GPFA with discrete observation models for binned spike count data.
The drawback to this approach is that GPFA priors are not conjugate to count model
likelihoods, which makes inference challenging. Here we address this obstacle
by introducing a fast, approximate inference method for non-conjugate GPFA
models. Our approach uses orthogonal second-order polynomials to approximate
the nonlinear terms in the non-conjugate log-likelihood, resulting in a method
we refer to as polynomial approximate log-likelihood (PAL) estimators. This
approximation allows for accurate closed-form evaluation of marginal likelihood
and fast numerical optimization for parameters and hyperparameters. We derive
PAL estimators for GPFA models with binomial, Poisson, and negative binomial
observations, and additionally show that the parameters obtained can be used
to initialize black-box variational inference, which significantly speeds up and
stabilizes the inference procedure for these factor analytic models. We apply these
methods to data from mouse visual cortex and monkey higher-order visual and
parietal cortices, and compare GPFA under three different spike count observation
models to traditional GPFA. We demonstrate that PAL estimators achieve fast and
accurate extraction of latent structure from multi-neuron spike train data.
Preprint. Under review.
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1 Introduction
Recent advances in neural recording technologies have enabled the collection of increasingly high-
dimensional neural data-sets. Making sense of such data requires new statistical methods for extracting
shared latent structure underlying multi-neuron responses. Factor models provide one popular
approach to this problem [1–5]. These models seek to characterize the structure underlying neural
data in terms of a small number of latent variables. However, factor models can be cumbersome to
learn when the prior distribution over the latent variables and the likelihood governing the observations
are non-conjugate. This arises commonly for neural data, where binned spiking observations are best
characterized by count models (e.g., binomial, Poisson, and negative-binomial).
Formally, latent factor models seek to explain shared structure underlying high-dimensional obser-
vations (y1,y2, . . . ,yT) ∈ RN×T in terms of low-dimensional latent variables (x1,x2, . . . ,xT) ∈
RP×T , where N > P and the observations are ordered sequentially in time from t = 1 to t = T .
A popular approach is to model the time series of latent variables with a Gaussian process (GP),
which makes few assumptions about latent trajectories beyond the fact that they evolve smoothly
in time. When combined with a Gaussian observations model, the resulting approach is known
as Gaussian Process Factor Analysis (GPFA) [1]. Recent work has extended GPFA to incorporate
Poisson observations, which provides a more appropriate model for spike train data [5–8]. However,
closed-form inference under GPFA models is only possible when the model likelihood and prior
are conjugate. Consequently, Poisson and other non-conjugate models require approximations to fit
hyperparameters or obtain parametric expressions for the posterior distribution over latents.
Here, we introduce a novel procedure for learning non-conjugate GPFA models with count observa-
tions, which we refer to as Polynomial Approximate Log-likelihood (PAL). This method exploits an
idea for rapid inference in generalized linear models using so-called “approximate sufficient statistics”
[9, 10], and extends it to the latent variable model setting. The basic idea involves approximating the
nonlinear terms in the model log-likelihood using orthogonal polynomials. When the polynomial
approximation is second-order, the likelihood term can be explicitly marginalized to obtain a closed-
form expression for the marginal likelihood (the probability of the data given the parameters), and an
approximately Gaussian posterior distribution over the latents. We explicitly derive PAL estimators
for GPFA models with binomial, Poisson, and negative-binomial observation models.
We compare our approach to Black Box Variational Inference (BBVI), a state-of-the-art method for
approximate inference in non-conjugate models that is renowned for its simplicity and adaptability
[4, 11, 12]. Although BBVI can achieve higher accuracy in some cases, PAL compares favorably
to BBVI in that it provides a closed-form expression for marginal likelihood that can be optimized
directly; it therefore requires no careful tuning of learning rates, number of Monte Carlo samples, or
stopping criteria, and does not suffer from high-variance estimates due to sampling-based evaluation of
marginal likelihood. Moreover, PAL can be used to improve BBVI by providing a good initialization
for the latents variables and hyperparameters. We show that PAL-based initialization speeds up
and stabilizes the sampling-based optimization, offering a significant improvement over random
initialization of BBVI.
We evaluate the performance of our methods by applying PAL and BBVI to two different multi-neuron
datasets, one from mouse visual cortex and one from monkey parietal cortex, under three different
choices of count model (binomial, Poisson, and negative binomial). We show that PAL achieves a
substantial speedup over BBVI, and that count-GPFA models generally outperform standard Gaussian
GPFA for extracting latent structure from spike train data. The PAL approach therefore offers a
promising avenue for future work on non-conjugate models that arise frequently in the analysis of
biological and other data.
2 Count-GPFA models
Consider a dataset consisting of count observations from N neurons over T time bins, Y ∈ NN×T .
The count-GPFA model seeks to describe these data in terms of a nonlinearly transformed linear
projection of lower-dimensional latent variable X ∈ RP×T , P < N , where each each latent variable
evolves according to an independent Gaussian process. Thus the timecourse of the j’th latent variable,
which forms the j’th row of X, has a multivariate normal distribution:
xj ∼ N (0,K), (1)
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Figure 1: Comparison of second-order Chebyshev approximation to the nonlinear term found in the
log-likelihood of binomial, Poisson, and negative-Binomial count-observation models for GPFA.
where K is a T × T covariance matrix whose (t, t′)’th entry is given by the covariance function
k(t, t′). In this paper, we use the common Gaussian or “squared exponential” covariance function:
k(t, t′) = exp(−(t− t′)2/(2`2)), which is governed by a single hyperparameter, the “length scale”
`, which controls smoothness of the latent process.
The count-GPFA observation model can then be written:
Y|W,X ∼ P(f(WX)) (2)
where W ∈ RN×P is a loading matrix, f(·) denotes a nonlinear function that transforms WX to
the appropriate range for a count random variable (e.g., the non-negative reals), and P denotes a
probability distribution for count data.
Fitting the count-GPFA model to data involves inferring the loading weights W and hyperparameters
θ = {`} via numerical optimization of the marginal likelihood:
P (Y|W, θ) =
∫
P (Y|W,X)P (X|θ)dX. (3)
However, non-conjugacy of the count model likelihood P (Y|W,X) and Gaussian prior over latents
P (X|θ) means that this integral cannot be computed in closed form. Likewise, the posterior distribu-
tion over latents given the data, given by: P (X|Y,W, θ) ∝ P (Y|X,W)P (X|θ)/P (Y|W, θ), has
no closed form expression, where the desired normalizing constant is the marginal likelihood. Fitting
and inference therefore rely on approximate inference methods.
3 Polynomial Approximate Log-likelihood (PAL)
Here we propose Polynomial Approximate Log-likelihood (PAL), an approximation scheme for
efficient learning and inference in non-conjugate Gaussian latent variable models. The core idea
is to approximate terms in the observation model log-likelihood that are nonlinear in X using
orthogonal polynomials. Our approach is inspired by recent work on “polynomial approximate
sufficient statistics” for generalized linear models (PASS-GLMs) [9, 10]. In that work, the X were
observed regressors, and the method provided so-called “approximate sufficient statistics” that could
be computed with a single pass over the data.
Here, the X are (unobserved) latent variables instead of regressors, and the goal of the approximation
is efficient marginalization rather than a set of sufficient statistics. We consider second-order
polynomial approximations to the log-likelihood, which allow for analytic marginalization over
latents. PAL therefore enables closed-form evaluation of the approximate marginal likelihood,
allowing efficient optimization of parameters and hyperparameters.
We derive PAL estimators for GPFA under three different non-conjugate observation models: bino-
mial, Poisson, and negative binomial (NB). These models range from under-dispersed or “sub-Poisson”
for binomial to overdispersed or “supra-Poisson” for NB, thus spanning the range of dispersion
behaviors found in different brain areas [12–19].
All PAL count-GPFA models have the same general form for the approximate log marginal likelihood
(log evidence):
E(y|W, θ) ≈ 1
2
log |Σ|+ 1
2
µ>Σ−1µ− 1
2
log |K|, (4)
3
binomial Poisson negative binomial
spike rate λit niσ(wi>xt) exp(wi>xt) exp(wi>xt)
nonlinear term − log(1 + e−x) ex log(1 + αex)
H 2W˜> diag(n˜ ◦ a)W˜ 2W˜> diag(a)W˜ 2W˜> diag((α−1 + y) ◦ a)W˜
posterior mean µ ΣW˜>(y − n˜− n˜ ◦ b) ΣW˜>(y − b) ΣW˜>(y − y ◦ b− α−1b)
Table 1: Summary of PAL expressions for count-GPFA models. Top line gives the spike rate of
neuron i at time t given the latent vector xt and loading weights wi for neuron i. Second line gives
the nonlinear term of the log-likelihood that must be approximated under PAL. The third row, H is
defined by H = Σ−1 −K−1, which succinctly presents posterior covariances, and the fourth line µ
shows approximate posterior means.
where Σ denotes an approximate posterior covariance and µ denotes an approximate posterior mean,
and K is the prior covariance over all latents (a block-diagonal matrix, with one block for each latent).
The form of the first two terms varies across models, which we derive for three specific models
below. See Table 1 for a summary of the results for all count-GPFA models. For clarity, we define
H = Σ−1 −K−1 in this table to succinctly present approximate posterior covariances.
3.1 PAL for Poisson-GPFA
We begin with the Poisson observation model, which is the most common model for spike counts and
a popular choice for latent variable models of spike train data [5, 8, 20]. For this model, spike count
y given a spike rate parameter λ is distributed according to:
P (y|λ) = 1y! (∆λ)ye−(∆λ), (5)
where ∆ is the time bin size (which we set here to 1, resulting in spike rates in units of spikes/bin).
We use an exponential nonlinearity from latents to spike rates, so the vector of spike rates at time t is:
λt = exp(Wxt). (6)
This choice of nonlinearity gives rise to a log-likelihood with a single nonlinear term, although other
nonlinearities can be considered [10].
The Poisson log-likelihood for the entire dataset can be written conveniently in vector form as:
L(y,x|W) = y>W˜x− 1> exp(W˜x) + const (7)
where y = vec(Y) is a NT × 1 vector of concatenated spike count observations from all N neurons
and T time bins, x = vec(X) is a PT × 1 vector of concatenated latent vectors across P latent time
series, W˜ = W ⊗ IT is a NT × PT Kronecker-structured matrix, and 1 is a length-NT vector of
ones.
The only nonlinear term in the log-likelihood is the exponential term exp(W˜x). We therefore
approximate the exponential function with a second-order polynomial:
exp(x) ≈ ax2 + bx+ c, (8)
with coefficients a, b, and c given by a Chebyshev polynomial approximation to exp(x) over an
interval ψ = [x0, x1], which we set independently for each neuron [10, 21]. We use Chebyshev
polynomials because they provide efficient near-minimax polynomial approximations [9]. Specifically,
we computed the truncated Chebyshev expansion of the exponential exp(x) =
∑2
m=0 = βmTm
where Tm is the degree-m Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind over [x0, x1] and βm are the
expansion coefficients over that interval. The coefficients a, b, and c are given by collecting the terms
to rewrite the expansion in the monomial basis.
We selected the interval [x0, x1] independently for each neuron by computing the log of the mean
firing rate of each neuron, log λi. Since the nonlinearity is over the input Wx, and the firing rate is
λ = exp(Wx), we take the log of λi as we wish to center the nonlinear approximation at the center
of the empirical neuronal rate to maximize accuracy. See Figure 1 as an example of a range centered
at 0, corresponding to a simulated GP drawn with mean 0. We then chose the limits of the range to
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Figure 2: PAL inference for simulated population data from binomial, Poisson, and negative binomial
GPFA models. Two example neurons (out of 20) are shown for each model. Top row: Inferred rate
for neurons for PAL inference compared to a MAP estimate with randomly selected parameters.
Two-dimensional latent trajectories recovered for each model (bottom).
be [log λi − 2, log λi + 2], resulting in an approximation range extending from e−2 to e2 times the
mean firing rate. We found that this range balanced coverage in firing rate space with approximation
accuracy. After selecting the range centers for each neuron, we computed the polynomial coefficients
(ai, bi, ci) for neuron i by gridding the interval of interest at a resolution of dx = 0.01 and solving
for the coefficients that minimize the least squares between the true function and its polynomial
approximation. For more detail, see [10].
Given coefficients for each neuron, the exponential term in the Poisson log-likelihood can be approxi-
mated:
1> exp(W˜x) ≈
T∑
t=1
N∑
i=1
(
ai(Wxt)i ◦ (Wxt)i + bi(Wxt)i + ci
)
(9)
= x>W˜> diag(a)W˜x + b>W˜ + const (10)
where ◦ denotes Hadamard (element-wise) multiplication, and the second line involves the con-
catentation of the polynomial coefficients for each neuron and time bin: a = [a11, . . . an1]>,
b = [b11, . . . bn1]
>, and we can ignore the constants ci.
We now substitute the polynomial approximation into the log-likelihood and add the log prior, giving:
L(y,x|W˜, θ) ≈y>W˜x− x>W˜> diag(a)W˜x− b>W˜x− 1
2
x>K−1x− 1
2
log |K|
Since this approximation is quadratic in x we can exponentiate and then analytically marginalize x to
obtain an approximation to the log-likelihood that follows equation (4) where:
Σ−1 = 2W˜> diag(a)W˜ + K−1 (11)
µ = ΣW˜>(y − b), (12)
and we have dropped terms that do not depend on W˜ or θ.
3.2 PAL for Binomial-GPFA
Deriving the PAL estimator for a binomial observation model follows a similar logic to the Poisson
case. Recall that for binomial model, spike count y is distributed according to :
P (y|p, n) =
(
n
y
)
py(1− p)(n−y), (13)
where p is the “probability of success” and n is the “number of trials” parameter. For this model,
we map latents through a sigmoidal nonlinearity, σ(x) = 1/(1 + exp(−x)), to obtain the binomial
parameter p, and we set the number-of-trials parameter separately for each neuron using the maximum
5
number of observed spikes in a single time bin. The vector of spike rates at time t for this model is
thus given by:
λt = n ◦ σ(Wxt), (14)
where n = (n1, . . . , nN )> is the vector of max-count parameters across neurons.
We can write the log-likelihood in vectorized form as:
L(y|x,W˜) = (−n˜ + y)W˜x− n˜> log(1 + exp(−W˜x)) + const (15)
where n˜ = (n11, . . . , nN1)> is the concatenated vector of max-count parameters for each neuron
across time bins, and we have ignored terms that do not depend on W˜x.
The problematic term here is the nonlinear second term, log(1 + exp(−x)), which we approximate,
as before, using a second-order Chebyshev polynomial approximation. We use a range of [−4, 4] for
the Chebyshev approximation, consistent with previous work in the logistic regression case [9]. This
results in an approximation to the log-likelihood of the form:
L(y|x,W˜) ≈ −x>W˜> diag(n˜ ◦ a)W˜x + (y − n˜− n˜ ◦ b)>W˜x + const (16)
As in the Poisson case, we can add the log-prior to the above expression, exponentiate and marginalize
over x to obtain an approximation to the log marginal likelihood in the same form as equation (4). In
this case, we obtain matrix and vector terms:
Σ−1 = 2W˜> diag(n˜ ◦ a)W˜ + K−1 (17)
µ = ΣW˜>(y − n˜− n˜ ◦ b). (18)
3.3 PAL for negative-binomial GPFA
Lastly, we consider a negative binomial observation model, which covers the over-dispersed spike
responses [16, 17, 22]. For negative-binomial GPFA, we use a non-standard parametrization of the
negative binomial distribution in terms of mean parameter m, and scale parameter r = 1/α:
P (y|m,α) = Γ(y + α
−1)
Γ(α−1)Γ(y + 1)
( 1
1 + αm
)α−1( αm
1 + αm
)y
(19)
This form of the distribution maps to the standard negative-binomial distribution, p(y|p, r) =(
y+r−1
y
)
(1− p)rpy , via p = rm+r .
Parameterizing the negative binomial model this way makes for a simple expression of the expected
spike count, which is equal to the model parameter m. Let us define this mean rate in the factor
analytic framework as m = exp(W˜x). This allows us to write the log-likelihood in vector form as:
L(y|W,x, α) = y>W˜x− (α−1 + y>) log(1 + α exp(W˜x)) + const. (20)
To derive a PAL estimator, we use a quadratic approximation to the nonlinear term log(1 +α exp(x))
on a per-neuron basis. We set α = 1 for simulations, but this quantity may be learned in an outer loop.
We choose the center of the nonlinear range to be the same as in the Poisson case, with the center
value being the log of the mean firing rate of the neuron (see right panel of Figure 1 for example of
centering with an average log-rate of 0). The range limits are [log λi − 4, log λi + 4], where λi is the
average value of m across time, per neuron. Here, a wider range can be used as this nonlinearity is
accurately captured by the quadratic approximation. As in the previous cases, we obtain a quadratic
approximate log-likelihood which has the following form:
L(y|x,W˜, α) ≈ −xW˜> diag((α−1 + y) ◦ a)W˜x + (y − y ◦ b− α−1b)>W˜x + const (21)
We then add the log prior and marginalize x to obtain an approximation to the log marginal likelihood
for negative-binomial GPFA that follows the same form as equation (4) with
Σ−1 = 2W˜> diag((α−1 + y) ◦ a)W˜ + K−1 (22)
µ = ΣW˜>(y − y ◦ b− α−1b) (23)
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Figure 3: Comparison of BBVI and PAL-based estimation for inference in count-GPFA models. (Left)
MAP estimation of the latents yields reconstructions conditioned on PAL-learned hyperparameters
(red) and full BBVI (blue). PAL reconstruction for Binomial and negative-Binomial GPFA are highly
accurate, but for Poisson can be off my a scale factor for certain neurons. (Right) PAL estimation
procedure compuation time compared to BBVI time for ten runs of Poisson GPFA inference.
3.4 Evaluating PAL performance
To assess the accuracy of the PAL estimator, we first analyzed its performance on simulated data. For
20 trials with 200 time points, we simulated count observations from 20 neurons with 2 latent variables
with `1 = 15, `2 = 60 and each entry of W drawn uniformly in [0,2]. The PAL method provides
accurate latent variable recovery as demonstrated by the reconstructions shown in Figure 2. Here,
we directly optimized equation 4 for all models to find optimal parameters W and hyperparameters
`, and then maximized the conditional posterior to identify X (MAP estimate). As a control, our
random parameters were given by a new random draw for W, and ` drawn uniformly in [10,100].
We found that the rates estimated using this procedure were similar to the true model rates and showed
substantial improvement above random parameter selection (Figure 2). Additional, PAL inference
accurately captures latent structure (Figure 2, bottom). To identify latent structure in these simulated
data, we regress learned latents onto the true latents as latent factors models are identifiable only up
to a rotation matrix. Accurate identification of latent structure is a primary feature of this inference
procedure, as latents have functional importance in neuroscience settings [1, 8].
A summary of the features of all count model GPFAs is given in Table 1. Here, we show the
non-linearities approximated by Chebyshev polynomials for each model, the expected number of
spikes for the ith neuron as a function of the latents, X, and loadings matrix W, and the variance and
mean of the polynomial-approximated marginal distribution. Here, ni corresponds to the maximum
number of spikes observed in a single time-bin for neuron i, and wi refers to the ith column of W.
4 Black-Box Variational Inference
Variational inference represents a common alternate approach to performing inference in non-
conjugate factor models, and has been previously used in the setting of Poisson-GPFA [8, 20]. Recall
that variational inference seeks to maximize an evidence lower bound (ELBO) using a variational
distribution qφ(X) parameterized by φ in place of the posterior [23]
F(θ, φ) = −DKL(qφ(X)|pθ(X)) + Eqφ [log(pθ(y|X,W))]. (24)
We optimize the model and variational parameters using samples from qφ(X). To reduce variance,
we parameterized qφ(X) as a differentiable function of standard normal random variables f(, φ)
and computed gradients with respect to φ using the local reparameterization trick [24].
Controlling the variance of stochastic gradients of the ELBO in BBVI is an active area of research.
The use of sampling in the optimization poses considerable challenges in convergence, and as such a
variety of techniques have been introduced to reduce variance in the gradient estimates, including
use of a natural gradient for optimization [25, 26], reformulating the gradient estimator [27], and the
reparameterization trick [24, 28]. Despite employing the reparameterization trick, we have likewise
found for our GP latent models that BBVI is similarly unstable and can take widely variable amounts
of time to converge depending on initialization of the parameters and the stochastic trajectory (Figure
3). Further, we use Adam optimization [29], which will occasionally find local maxima and retain a
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Figure 4: Optimization time for full BBVI from either a random initialization or PAL initialization
for all count-GPFA models. Data is shown as mean and standard error for 10 trajectories.
low value of the ELBO estimate for a substantial period of time. Despite these shortcomings, we
have found that if the sampling-based inference is allowed to run for long enough, BBVI recovers
true latent structure.
We employ BBVI on our count-GPFA models and compare performance to PAL. Though PAL and
BBVI tend to converge to a highly accurate solution for Binomial and Negative Binomial GPFA,
in settings where the PAL nonlinearity is not well approximated by a quadratic function (1), BBVI
performance is often better than PAL inference. For our models, this is true in the Poisson case,
where the nonlinearity (exp) is most difficult to capture. We show an example of this in Figure 3,
where BBVI has higher performance capturing neuronal tuning than the PAL inference procedure.
The scaling factor for these neurons’ rates is sometimes off, and here a poorly reconstructed neuron
is chosen for illustration. Often, many of the neurons for P-GPFA are well captured (as in Figure
2), but occasionally a few neurons are off by such a scale factor. Average MSE across all neurons
for all count GPFA models are shown in the middle panel of Figure 3, showing PALs limitations in
the Poisson case with an exponential nonlinearity. However, even in this case, times-to-convergence
are faster and much more stable using the PAL approach. This is demonstrated on the right panel of
Figure 3 for all count-GPFA models. The time to converge for PAL optimization is faster and less
variable than full BBVI optimization, as evidenced by the average times-to-convergence of ten runs
of each optimization procedure. In the BBVI case, convergence was determined when the ELBO
was within 99.9% of the maximal ELBO value identified. For occasional BBVI runs for each count
model, this value was not achieved for the duration of the inference procedure, as the the ELBO
was stuck at a local maxima. These convergence times were discarded when calculating the mean
convergence time, and demonstrative of the irregularity of the BBVI inference procedure. Conversely,
the PAL hyperparameter identification followed by a MAP estimation is a fast and reliable inference
procedure with limited variability in inference time and a sensible convergence end-point.
4.1 PAL hyperparameter identification as initialization for BBVI
For use in these situations where the PAL approximation does not accurately capture likelihood
nonlinearities, we can combine PAL and BBVI methods to provide a robust and reliable inference
procedure. We do this by initializing the BBVI algorithm with the hyperparameters provided by
optimization of equation 4. This procedure is more stable than full BBVI with random initial
hyperparameters, and achieves accurate model recovery. We demonstrate this is true not just for
Poisson-GPFA, where BBVI ultimately provides more-accurate solutions, but extends to all count-
GPFA models. Figure 4 shows the evolution of the ELBO in time during optimization for all models.
In each case, BBVI is run 10 times, either initializing randomly or initializing at the PAL-optimal
hyperparameters. Standard error is shown in grey for the random initialization, but not shown for
PAL-initialized optimization, as this trajectory follows nearly identically for each run. An initial
sharp increase in the ELBO is always observed in all models, as here latent structure is approximately
identified, but hyperparameters are tuned at the end of the BBVI optimization procedure. Here,
we have cut off the initial rise in ELBO for clarity. Figure 4 thus demonstrates the end of the
optimization procedure, where randomly initialized BBVI attempts to find hyperparameters along
varying trajectories. For this random initialization, finding hyperparameters poses a challenge in this
final portion of inference, yielding variable paths to the true maximum ELBO, and an uncertainty
surrounding when the maximum has been achieved. This is despite using state-of-the-art methods for
BBVI inference [24, 29]. In fact, for many of the trajectories tested, the optimum ELBO value was
not within 99.9% of the maximum value seen using PAL-initialization for the entire duration of the
time ran. This suggests that the BBVI inference approach is uncertain, and it can be impossible to tell
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Figure 5: Average mean squared error (MSE) on hold-out trials for all GPFA models for mouse (A)
and monkey (C) data. Average reconstructed neural rates for all count-GPFA models for an example
rodent neuron (B). Latents regressed to the same subspace for different choice conditions for monkey
data (D).
when the procedure has achieved a true maximum, or is stuck in a local optimum. PAL-initialization
overcomes this limitation, and though the combination of procedures may not offer a significant
time speed up, our polynomial approximation provides a principled method to initialize BBVI. This
suggests a useful approach in future methods in managing sampling-based variational inference.
5 Application of count GPFA models to Neural Data
We use our count-GPFA inference procedure to compare GPFA models with different noise character-
izations to see which latent variable model best describes observed spiking data. We test these models
on two data sets, one from monkey parietal and high-level visual cortices, and the other from rodent
V1. For the monkey data, 14 neurons were recorded from the middle temporal visual (MT) and lateral
intraparietal (LIP) areas across 100 1.4-second trials of a visual perceptual decision-making task [30].
In this task, the animal accumulates visual evidence towards left or right targets (choices). For our
rodent data, spike times from 49 neurons recorded during passive viewing 20 repeated 32-second
trials of a gratings stimulus. The stimulus has 8 orientations at fixed spatial and temporal frequencies.
Stimuli are presented for 4 seconds each.
For the rodent data, the estimated latent dimensionality was 6 for all count-GPFA models, chosen via
maximization of cross-validated log-likelihood. Count-GPFA models exhibited best cross-validation
error for the rodent data, with GPFA exhibiting worse performance (Figure 5A). Cross-validation error
was measured by mean-squared error of predicted neuronal firing to a smoothed PSTH, averaged
across neurons. The differences in performance of count-GPFA predictions of neural rates are
demonstrated in Figure 5B. Here, the GPFA predictions are often negative, an impossibility with
count-GPFA models. Additionally, GPFA overestimates smoothness of neural trajectories, attributing
neural variability to observation noise rather than changes in rates. Count-GPFA models better
capture situations where data are low-rate and involve abrupt changes in spiking.
For the monkey data, latent dimensionality for these data was selected to be 3 dimensional for all
models tested, verified again by cross validated log-likelihood. Mean squared error was calculated and
reported as it was for the rodent data. For these data, all GPFA models exhibited equal performance
on cross-validation (Figure 5C), with a small bias favoring Binomial-GPFA. The differences in
performance here are likely due to the data being higher-rate, fewer neurons, and more trials.
Count-GPFA models can find meaningful latent structure in neural data. For our monkey data, we
fit the models separately to the trials with left and right choices. We visualized the inferred latent
variables from the Binomial GPFA model with 3 latent dimensions for these two sets of trials. To
perform a meaningful comparison of the latents across the two models, we linearly transformed the
loading matrices to approximately span the same subspace. We then transformed the corresponding
latents with the inverse of this transformation. The latents for the two conditions are shown in (Figure
5D). Two of the latents are closely overlapping, which suggests the presence of shared structure
across the two conditions. Interestingly, one latent (red) diverges near 400ms after trial onset, which
falls into the portion of the trial where the animal is putatively making its choice. This suggests that
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this latent may encode the choice variable in these neural data, and is a promising future direction of
further exploration for count-GPFA models.
6 Conclusion
We have a developed novel technique for learning count Gaussian process factor analytic models that
uses a polynomial approximate log-likelihood (PAL) for rapid closed-form evaluation of marginal
likelihoods. This approximation can be used to estimate model parameters directly, or to provide
initial values for black box variational inference that overcomes significant well-known BBVI
optimization limitations. These inference methods achieve high accuracy extracting low dimensional
latent structure from simulated spike train data. We tested our various non-conjugate GPFA models on
neural data and these count-GPFA models are comparable or better than traditional GPFA approaches,
which do not often consider count noise.
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